
structure. The tlme of the fall was deter- 
mined as 3 500 * 1 300 years before pre- 
sent by means of Carbon-1 4 dating by 
A J.T. Jull of the University of Arizona. 
Tucson, U.S.A. This technique is based 
on the fact that whlb the meteorite is 
still In space, it is continuously bom- 
barded by cosmic rays, Leading to a 
Pattlcular internal proportion of Carbon- 
12 and -1 4 atoms. As soon as It passes 
through the Earth's atmosphere, it fs 
shielded from cosmic rays and the pro- 
Wion  begins to change as the 
radioadve Carbon-1 4 atoms decay. A 
measurement of this proportion will 
themfore indicate the time since the fall. 

Some of the minor planets, along with 
the comets, are thought to consist of 
material that dates back to the very be- 
Binning of the solar system. The minor 
Planet from which the Vaca Muerta 
meteorite derives is about 4500 million 
years old and therefore nmly as old as 
the solar system itself. 

The early Ilfe of this minor planet was 
obviously very violent. At some time a 
partially molten, volcanically actl*ve body 
moving at high speed through the solar 
System collidd catastrOphically with a 
Wllic-core minor planet. When the 
finely intertwined materiak cooled and 
solidified, they formed a cosmic breccia 
(mixture of minerals) whlch was half 
stony and half metallic. Later, alter an 
unknown period of time, this minor 
planet split into a, swam of smaller frag- 
ments, some of which now fall to the 
Earth at rare moments. One of them was 
the Vaca Muerta meteorite. 

1 

New ESO Publications 
The kllowlng ESO Workshop Proceedings are now avallable: 

ESO/EIPC Workshop 
"SN 1987A and other Supernovaen 

The prlce of thls 758-pa@ volume, dked by I.J. Danzlger and K. Kjlr, Is DM 80.- 
(Including packing and surface mdl). 

3rd ESOIST-ECF 
Data Analysis Workshop 

This volume, d h d  by P.J, Grosbel and R. H. W m e l s ,  mntalns 238 pages and Is 
offered at a prlce of DM 30.- (packing and surface mail Included). 

Payments have to be made to the B O  bank account 21 02002 wlth Cornmenbank 
Mtlnchan w by cheque, addressed to the attention of 

ESO, Financial %Ices 
Karl-Schwanschlld-Gtr. 2 
D-W 8046 aarchlng bet MIinehen 

Plaase do no? forget to I n d i a  your full address and the tlUe(s) of the Prooeedlngs, 

Other ESO publications mcently published am 
YLT Report No. 6& "Field and hrplt RoWons for the VLT 8-m UnH Telaaieope~~~ 
(Eds. G. Avila and K. W l r e n m .  
VLT Report No. 64: VLT Comblned fmwr fffl~lellcy wlth Optla1 Flbresu (Ed. Q. 
Avlla). 
E W  Teehnlccrl No. 15: UA Study of the Potential of H e t e M e d  Hal* 
gmphle S p e e t r o W  for Appllcatlm In Astronomy" Qds. N. Dougtas, F. M-wln- 
kel, H, Butcher and S. Fmdsen). 

This particular kind of stony-iron andysed, the seventy-seven "dead 
meteorite Is known from about 30 other cows" from Atacarna wlll undoubtedly 
locations only. The amount recovered at provide us with much new insight into 
Vaca Muerta has tripled the material the enigmatic history of the early solar 
avallable to laboratory study. When fully SyStf3m. 

GPO Observations of a Geostationary TV-Satellite Quartet 
H. BOEHNHARDT, Dr. -Remeis-Stern warte, Barnberg, Germany 

1. Introduction 
During an astrometiy campaign on 

asteroids a test was performed to ob- 
serve geostationary satellites with the 
GPO 40-crn astrograph at ESO IA Silld 
Chile. In several nights from April 10 to 
22, 1991, spacecraft located at geo- 
stationary longitude 19 deg West about 
35800 km above the equator were 
photographed with the GPO. At thls lon- 
gitude in total four telecommunication 
satellites are operated by three different 
control centres, i.e. TDF-1 and TDF-2 
by CN€S Toulouse, OLYMPUS by Tele- 
spazio Fucino under contract of ESA 
and TV-SAT-2 by GSOC/DLR Oberpfaf- 
fenhofen. 

In wder to guarantee the contact with 
the fixed mounted user antennas on 

ground, the Individual spacecraft have 
to be kept in control boxes of certain 
latitude and longitude Intervals, The re- 
spective control boxes are in inclination 
below 0.1 deg for all four satellites, in 
longitude within 18.7 to 18.9 deg West 
for both TDF satellites, within 18,9 to 
19.1 deg West for OLYMPUS and within 
19.1 to 19.3 deg West for TV-SAT-2. A 
violation of ihese so-calted deadbands 
by one of the satellites may not only 
cause problems for the users on Earth 
because of fading signal strength, but 
may also be a risk for the spacecraft 
themselves in particular if the longitude 
wlndow of a neighbouring satellite is 
entered and a collision of both satdlltes 
may occur. Since perturbations from the 
Earth, the Mcan and the Sun cause a 

geostationary satellite to drift away from 
its nomlnal position, the control centres 
have to correct the orbit regularly both in 
lncllnation and In longitude by so-callad 
"station-keeping manoeuvres". 

2 The GPO Observations 
The geostationary longitude 19 deg 

West over the Earth equator compares 
to #e telescope coordinates of +4.6 
deg in declination and hour angle 3 h  
52.8 min East for the La Silla observato- 
ry. During the about 30-minute time in- 
terval of dark-room work per night on 
order to change plates for the asteroid 
programme) old ORWO ZU21 plates 
found In the refrigerator of the telescope 
building were exposed wlth the tele- 



Flgure 1 : Multi-expowre of the gmstatianety quartet at Longitude IS deg West obtained on 
April 22, 1991. In total I f  five-minute 49xpogure8 w m  taken stwthg every MI hour from 0 LIT 
onwards in or& to dmonstrete the daily Iibrarian of Ihe m. North Is up and East is to 
the lefi. lh Image scale is 0.70 x 0.26 deg. The satellites moved b m  Ebt  towerds West 
durlng the observing night. TI = TDF-1: T2 = TDF-2; OL - OLWPUS; TV- TVSAT-2. 

stationary satellites like the 19 deg West 
quartet are usualIy ope#$& with 
perigee pointing approximately towards 
the Sun. Themfore, the daily longitudinal 
and radial il bration is synchronized, 
which can clearly be seen in Figure 1. All 
four spawaraft moved from East to- 
wards West during the observing in- 
tenral. 

This picture also illustrates the daily 
brightness variations of the three-axis 
stabilized &lkes because of the tm- 
poral changes In the phase angle Sun- 
spacmft-obsmer, All four satellites 
are brightest around 1 UT (second ex- 
posure), I. e. when the Sun Is in "opposi- 
tion" to the satellites. Furthermore, the 

stars appear as dark lines across the 
field of view, while the geostationary 
objects are black dots or short trails (see 
Figs. 1 and 2; the poor quality of the 
images is due to the rather old plate 
material used). 

Since the satellite orbits have an lncli- 
nation usually different from zero and 

, A .  

the orbital eccentricity is not exactly w-4- <.,- ;, . I* I zero, the geostationary spacecraft per- 
T I  form a daily libration which is a super- 

position of a latitudinal, a longitudinal 
, :... :. and a radial motion similar to 3-dimen- 

sional Ussajous figures. A part of the 
daily libration of the four satellites is 
visuallred in Figure 1 in projection onto 
the celestial sphere. This imam oh- 
tained on ~ ~ r i i  22, 1991, contains in \ 

total I t  five-minute exposures with . T i  . .  - - .  T V 
' >, 

starting time each full hour. However. 2 - . .  , . 



exposures 10 and 1 1 obtained at 9 and 
9.30 UT, respectively, did not depict the 
Spacecraft at all, probably because 
most of the satellite surfaces seen from 
La Slla were In shadow. 

3. The Deadband Violation of 
OLYMPUS 
In the sequence of exposures ob- 

tained between April 17 and 20, 1991, a 
So-called longitude deadband violation 
Of OLYMPUS was documented by 
chance (see Figs. a-f). It occurred be- 
cause of altitude controt problems due 
to onbaard sensor errors. For cornpad- 
Son on April 10 and 11, 1991, all four 
spacecraft were positioned within their 
Control boxes (see Figs. 2a, b). On April 

17,1991, OLYMPUS was already about 
to pass its eastern longitude limit (see 
Fig. 24. It entered the neighbouring TDF 
control box and can be seen between 
TDF-I and TDF-2 on April 1 8,1991 (see 
Fig. 2d), end even east of both TOFs on 
April 19, 1991 (Fig. 28). The following 
day it drifted back to its nominal control 
box (see Fig. 2f) where It was found 
insids agah on April 22, 1991 (see 
Fig. 1). Fortunately, thls "excursion" of 
OLYMPUS out of its control box has 
caused no hazard to the neighbwring 
TDFs. However, the control centres cer- 
tainly try to avoid such contingencies 
during normal operations, in particular 
for colocated spacecraft like the quartat 
at 19 deg West. 

The astrometric plates obtained on 
the geostationary satellites can be used 

to measure the angular distances be- 
tween the spacecraft. These angles can 
be transformed Into projected Inter- 
satellite d&ances in kilometem with an 
accuracy of less than I km in geosta- 
tionary orbit. This is at least of the order 
or even better than the accuracy of the 
proximity check using radio tracking 
data. merefore, the optical observa- 
tions may be useful as an addldonal 
check for the orbital proximity calcula- 
tions of wloeated gmshttonary 
satellites. 
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Mini-Workshop on Large-Size CCDs at ESO 
S. D'ODORICO, T. DUCROS, 0. I WERT and R. REISS, €SO 

Which is the maximum size of a high- 
quality scientific CCD detector that in- 
dustry can now deliver? How can the 
UV-blue quantum efficiency of the de- 
vices be enhanced? What are tho best 
design approaches and the limiting per- 
formance of CCD controlle~? These 
questions are puzzling engineers and 
Scientists who have to do with the d d -  
nition, design and procurement of the 
detectors and thdr control systems for 
astronomical applications. Projects like 
the Instruments for the ESO Very Large 
Telescope stress the need of devices of 
large dze and state-of-the-art perfor- 
mance In order to take full advantage of 
h e  larger collecting area of the tele- 
scopes. To focus on these o p n  ques- 
tions and to obtain a snapshot of this 
fast developing ff eld, ESO organized on 
June 18th and 19th in Garching a mini- 
Workshop on "Large Size CCD". Invited 
were representatives from European 
groups with a proven experience in this 
field, a few experts from overseas and 
speakers of CCD manufacturers with an 
i n t m  in the astronomy market. The 
workshop was organized in three sec- 
tfons dedicated to CCD Controllers, 
CCD Operation/Testing/Design and fi- 
nally to Presentations from industry. The 
workshop programme (see box) gives 
titles and authors of the tatks whereas 
the paragraphs below summarize status 
and highlights of the various topics, as 
seen through the (possibly) biased eyes 
of the authors. 

In the fleld of CCD CONTROLLERS, a 

variety of systems have been developed tile dominating part as far what con- 
at different observatories wlth the aim of cerns the final quality of the signal pro- 
optimjzing those operating parameters cessing and the CCD scientific data. 
which are of relevance for the astronom- The intrinsic CCD read-out noise has 
ical applications. been significantly irnprovd in the last 

The analog section of the control ter is years due to the progress in the semi- 
beside the intrinsic quality of the CCD conductor technotogy and thls devetop- 

PRESENTATIONS AT THE ESO CCD WORKSHOP 
F. Bortoletto, Obs. of Padova: "AcWty of the Italian CCD working group" 

J. Bregman, Radiostwewacht, Dwingeloo: "Perfmance of CCD controller systems 
built for the 4.2-m WHT at La Palma" 

P. Miiller, Unlverslty of Bonn: "Flexible CCD Controller for BOCCIA" 

C. Can, CEA Saclay: 'A high performance rnlcmsequencerbased on logic cdl maysn 
R. Relss, ESO Garching: " P w n t  and future CCD contmllm at SO" 
A. Blecha, Obs. de Genbve: "High level Interactive control using the CCD with asmall 

tetascope" 
K. Relf, Universlty d Bonn: "BOCCIA: the Bonn CCD imaging and analysing project" 
M. Roth, Munich Universlty Obs.: "PhotomeMc CCD test facility and t e l m p e  

slrnulatw" 
P. Jorden, RGO, Cambridge: 'The operation of large EEV CCDs on the WHT at 

La Palma" 
J. Geary, Harward Smithsonian Obs.: "Cusfom deslgn of CCDsforastronomyV 
R. F. Nielsen, Copenhagen University Ms.: "CCD development at Copenhagen 

University Obs." 

J. Geaty, Haward Smlthsonlan Obs.: "Thlnnlng of LargeCCDsn 
G. Wecklw, EQ & &, U.S.A.: "EG & G Retieon's commitment to scientific imagers- 

present and future stabw 

A. Jutant, Thornson, France: "TMS' CCD produetian and large CCDs" 
U. Fiedler, Tektronix, Germany: "Status of the Tektronik TK 2048 imagers" 

R. Bredthauer, LOR& U.S.A.: " m e  area astrormmbal imagers at LOR4Lm 
F. J. Pool, E N ,  U.K.: "Recent developments of CCDs at EEV" 


